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ABSTRACT 
 
A CASE STUDY OF THE EARLY INSTITUTIONALIZATION PROCESS OF A 




April 11, 2014 
 
This study investigates the early development process of a restorative justice social 
movement organization in Louisville, KY.  Utilizing social movement and organizational 
frameworks, this case study seeks to expand knowledge on the early developmental 
period for small, locally founded social movement organizations.  Results from this study 
confirm claims in the literature about the critical nature of an organization’s structure, 
networks, and strategy.  The analysis also discovers an unexplored strategy for 
organizational development, i.e. preemptive co-optation.  Restorative Justice Louisville 
deliberatively sought co-optation by the institution they were attempting to change, the 
juvenile justice system, from early in their development.  Due to this strategy, they were 
able to quickly develop and build legitimacy with those in the justice system.  While 
bearing in mind the organization is still young, these findings raise questions about the 
benefits of such a strategy and the implications for other social movement organizations.  
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION 
 
The strength and consistency of the criminal justice system is an unquestioned reality in 
the United States and many countries around the world.  Beginning in the 1980s and into 
the 21st century, the “tough-on-crime” approach proliferated in the United States 
(Calhoun & Pelech, 2010).  Despite widespread findings highlighting the weakness of 
punitive measures, the public, politicians, and policymakers largely support their 
continuation (Choi & Gilbert, 2010).  The restorative justice movement emerged quite 
suddenly in North America, Europe, and the South Pacific in the 1990s as an alternative 
and a critique to these mainstream retributive and disproportionate sentencing practices 
(Abrams, Umbreit & Gordon, 2006; Bolitho, 2012).  Restorative justice movement 
organizations are now found in countless countries and all fifty states in the U.S. 
(O’Brien, 2000).   
 One of the early successful models began in New Zealand in response to the 
disproportionate sentencing of indigenous people and was based on practices from the 
native Maori tribe (O’Brien & Bazemore, 2005).  As the restorative justice movement 
diffused throughout the United States, in some locations it joined the victim’s movement 
with the intent of using restorative practices to provide a voice to those who were harmed 
by a wrongdoing.  Other accounts suggest that the movement merged with the larger 
conflict resolution movement (Zehr, 2004).  Though the movement expanded quite 
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quickly and gained popularity, it did not have a centralized leadership or mission, which 
is one reason for its diverse development in different countries and even different states 
and cities. 
 There is a fair amount of ambiguity surrounding the specific concept of 
restorative justice.  For instance, it’s referred to as a philosophy, theory, model, policy, 
practice, process, way of life, and of course, some call it a movement.  Though there is no 
sole, established definition of restorative justice, there are consistent principles that 
distinguish it from conventional western legal philosophy (Johnstone & Van Ness, 2007).  
In the last four or five decades, the justice system has expanded and gained control of 
addressing criminogenic issues (Bazemore, 2001).  One of the foundational principles 
among many supporters is the belief that there are limits to the effectiveness of the state’s 
role in its relationship to crime, and that the community should have a greater stake in 
maintaining social control.  As O’Brien and Bazemore say, “much of the restorative 
justice agenda implies questions about traditional organizational boundaries of criminal 
justice and attempts to place more responsibility and resources in the community” (2005, 
p. 279).   
 Furthermore, activists find fault in the philosophy the state uses to maintain 
control.  The criminal justice system is built on a retributive model, which “codifies 
wrongdoings into systems of abstract rules associated with particular consequences, and 
assumes that wrongs are discrete events to which some true and universal meaning can be 
assigned” (Calhoun & Pelech, 2010, p. 288).  This model requires a search for facts that 
supposedly determine a person’s innocence or guilt without a shadow of a doubt (Zehr, 
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1990) and grants the state power and responsibility to punish them based upon 
predetermined sentences (Van Ness & Strong, 1997).   
 In contrast, the restorative justice movement supports a restorative model, which 
focuses on offenses as harms conducted against a relationship, rather than the state.  
Therefore, the responsibility to fix the wrong should be in the hands of the victim, 
offender, and their support groups and community. The movement seeks to reframe the 
way our society views and deals with deviance, wrongdoing, conflict and unsatisfactory 
performance in a multitude of different institutions (Johnstone, 2008).  Although it has 
been integrated in schools and workplaces as a way to deal with conflict and 
misbehavior, for present purposes, and in the case of many restorative justice social 
movement organizations (SMOs), the criminal justice system is the institution in focus.  
A general way to implement restorative justice is to repair a particular harm through an 
inclusive process, often referred to as a conference between the offender, victim, and 
community members (Calhoun & Pelech, 2010; Zehr, 1990, 2002). 
 The U.S. has relied increasingly on such conferences throughout the past decade, 
particularly for youth offenders (Abrams et al., 2006).  With the growth of this practice, 
there has been a surge of academic research on restorative justice processes.  This 
research focuses on outcome-based results, questioning the impacts of conferencing on 
recidivism (Bonta, Wallace-Capretta, Rooney, & McAnoy, 2002; Bradshaw & 
Roseborough, 2005; de Beus & Rodriguez, 2007; Latimer, Dowden, & Muise, 2005; 
Rodriguez, 2004, 2007), participant satisfaction (Abrams et al., 2006; Choi, Green, & 
Kapp, 2010; Gal & Moyal, 2011), and the degree to which such practices restore the 
wrongdoer to the community (Bolitho, 2012).  Little to no research has been conducted, 
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however, to examine how these organizations develop and survive.  Whether the 
practices of this method are effective or not, the potential benefits remain unutilized 
unless SMOs know how to incorporate these practices into society.  This is of particular 
importance because restorative justice is increasingly popular, but debate continues 
around whether to integrate it with or against the traditional system.   
 In an effort to contribute to this discussion, the following case study provides an 
in-depth examination of one social movement organization’s experience in the early 
stages of establishing a restorative justice organization.  To do so, I utilize a combination 
of social movement and organizational frameworks to explore the development of a 
restorative justice organization in Louisville, Kentucky.  The growing body of literature 
on SMOs focuses disproportionately on large, national organizations (Edwards & 
McCarthy, 2004b).  The following study seeks to expand our knowledge on how small, 
locally founded SMOs develop and survive amidst many barriers, focusing on their 
decisions concerning organizational structure, strategic moves, and use of networks.   
 Examining a SMO at an earlier stage of their development is an important and 
underutilized practice.  It avoids the bias inherent in only studying organizations with 
hindsight, where the observer is already aware of the ultimate durability, success, or 
decay of that specific SMO.  Research on SMO strategy in particular “remains 
susceptible to ad hoc, ex post facto rationalizations by activists and scholars” (Maney, 
Kutz-Flamenbaum, Rohlinger, & Goodwin, 2012, p. xiv).  The case study at hand is 
certainly not immune from all such critiques.  However, conducting research on 
participants early in the process allows for capturing a formative account in the midst of 
the organization’s development, opposed to the standard retrospective analysis.  
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 The present case study employs qualitative methods to gain an understanding of 
how Restorative Justice Louisville (RJL) developed.  I utilize grounded theory techniques 
to analyze the data.  In the findings, the first three categories—structure, networks, and 
strategy—confirm claims in the literature about what is integral to SMOs’ development. 
As the literature review explains in greater detail, the formality level of an organization, 
the types of people it mobilizes, and the means they utilize to mobilize people and 
resources all greatly impact one another and the potential for survival.  Along with 
confirming some aspects of the literature, the analysis uncovers an uncharted strategy for 
SMO development, preemptive co-optation.  The findings reveal that RJL deliberatively 
sought co-optation by the institution they were attempting to change, the juvenile justice 
system, from a very early stage in their development.  Though it is not clear whether this 
was the initial design, it is apparent that intentional decisions throughout their 
development led to this strategy.  Because they sought co-optation early, they were able 
to develop quickly and gain legitimacy and support from those within the justice system.  
The literature typically speaks of co-optation as a negative prospect, which results in the 
decline of a SMO and the dilution of its goals.  This study defies such expectations, 
supported by the findings that RJL benefited from their co-optation.  While bearing in 
mind the organization is still in its early stages, these findings raise two questions; what 
does the strategic use of preemptive co-optation mean for other social movement 
organizations?  Could this strategy be effectively replicated by other SMOs?  
 Additional research is required to begin to understand the implications for this 
discovery.  Depending on the stance of the SMO, this research could serve as a warning 
for those organizations that do not wish to become heavily system-integrated and want to 
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remain more community-centered.  It raises questions about the ways that structure, 
networks, and strategies converge to set an organization on a particular trajectory, one 
that may lead to high system involvement, institutionalization and potentially, co-
optation.   
 Chapter two begins by summarizing the key theoretical frameworks and research 
related to social movement organizations and the history of the restorative justice 
movement.  Chapter three describes the case study and methodology, which includes 
semi-structured interviews with RJL board members and task force members.  In chapter 
four, I present the results from the interviews.  Finally, chapter five explores and 
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CHAPTER II 
 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
 
“Organization is the weapon of the weak in the struggle with the strong”  
(Michels, [1911] 1962, p. 61-62) 
 
Large-scale, bureaucratic organizations dominate our world (Edwards & McCarthy, 
2004b).  These organizations hold considerably more power and influence than 
individuals.  Over the last several decades, this reality has brought an increase of 
individuals uniting to form social movement organizations to challenge the power of 
dominant establishments (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004b; McCarthy & Zald, 1973).  In 
their 1966 publication, Zald and Ash recognize SMOs as a distinct component of 
movement mobilization.  Their timely introduction coinciding with the general growth of 
SMOs led to increased awareness that organizational components of movements were 
critical to procure resources and sustain the movement during times of slowed collective 
action (Caniglia & Carmin, 2005).  
 In an attempt to understand how such SMO’s influence conventional power 
structures, the literature in this relatively young field explores the way they develop into 
viable change promoting organizations.  The following literature review familiarizes the 
reader with prior work in this area and provides a foundation to understand the 
organizational development of Restorative Justice Louisville.  I begin by providing a 
more thorough overview of the restorative justice movement.  Next, the literature review 
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explores mechanisms that theoretically impact development, including decisions about 
organizational structure, strategic moves, and use of networks.  Lastly, but of utmost 
importance, the review presents the literature on institutionalization and co-optation.  It is 
critical to examine the literature in this area, because it provides a basis for a significant 
new finding that emerged throughout data collection.  While studying RJL’s 
development, it became apparent that their decisions led to preemptive co-optation by the 
juvenile justice system.  While I use this review to introduce the existing literature on the 
topic and the presence of such a novel strategy emerges in the results section, this subject 
receives direct consideration in the discussion section.  
 
The Restorative Justice Movement 
 
As the introductory chapter stated, the emergence of the restorative justice movement 
does not have a clear origin story.  The divergent roots of the movement and the 
complexity surrounding how to define the concept have led to restorative justice social 
movement organizations taking a variety of forms (Johnstone & Van Ness, 2007).  For 
instance, SMOs may pursue any number of the following goals: working for massive 
justice system overhauls, advocating for a redefining of justice, decreasing case loads for 
probation officers, supporting the victim rights movement, saving money for the court by 
providing an additional diversion program, including community members in social 
control processes, or encouraging offenders to take responsibility for harm caused with 
the hopes of reducing recidivism rates (Umbreit, Coates, & Vos, 2007).  To accomplish 
their goals, advocates may remain in the private or not-for-profit sector, intentionally 
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keeping distance from the criminal or juvenile justice system, or they may work with the 
system attempting to change the process from the inside (Umbreit el al., 2007).  
 In an attempt to provide a more cohesive movement platform in response to the 
above realities, Johnstone (2008) created a list of five agendas or goals that restorative 
justice SMOs may be seeking: 
1. Promote the use of restorative practices within the social response to crime 
2. Encourage a new way of construing crime and related issues and new conceptions of 
what constitutes a viable solution to these problems 
3. Support the use of restorative practices and values in a variety of institutional 
environments as a form of dealing with deviance, conflict, and unsatisfactory 
performance 
4. Promote restorative justice practices as one aspect of achieving political reconciliation 
in the aftermath of mass violence and oppression 
5. Create a just society, defined as a society in which all humans needs are met, and to 
transform the way people understand their selves and their relation to the world around 
them. (p. 61) 
 
 The most common and overt objective advanced by restorative justice SMOs, 
including the organization studied here, is Johnstone’s first agenda and surfaces in the 
form of restorative justice conferences.  Conferences are held between the victim and 
offender, and many times with the guardians and support persons.  There is also a 
facilitator present, who guides and assists the conversation, but largely takes a 
background role, allowing the participants involved a greater amount of control and 
leadership.  Restorative justice supporters claim, and many scholars agree, that these 
practices are more productive in attaining the goals of the justice system: decreasing 
recidivism, keeping offenders accountable, and providing victims and the community a 
voice in the solution.  Others suggest that restorative justice practices accomplish other 
goals that the criminal and juvenile justice systems do not come close to attaining.  For 
example, allowing people an opportunity to voice their feelings and experiences of what 
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happened and how it has impacted their life  (Choi, Green, & Kapp, 2010) and providing 
an opportunity for healing between the offender and victim (Choi & Gilbert, 2010).  
 According to Minkoff’s (1993) typology of strategic routes used by SMOs, the 
implementation of such conferences is considered a “service provision” strategy, 
“providing direct services or benefits to the constituency without advocating any change 
in policy” (1993, p. 894).  This is the most commonly utilized tactic by restorative justice 
SMOs.  Some groups also utilize institutional advocacy, attempting to challenge the state 
or elites through legal means.  A few groups also engage in the strategy of cultural 
production or sponsorship, “contributing to the distribution of ideas, knowledge, or 
systems of belief through action in the arts, media, humanities, or social sciences” (p. 
894).  Restorative justice SMOs do not often employ social protest or other direct 
confrontation mechanisms, which composes the last category in Minkoff’s typology.   
 Despite the increased popularity of this alterative form of justice, and the work of 
scholars like Johnstone to create more comprehensive explanations of the movement, 
there is still much debate about the way it should relate and work alongside the 
conventional criminal or juvenile justice system.  As mentioned, restorative justice grew 
in response to the frustration of the traditional system’s punitive policies.  Though the 
juvenile justice system has a different history than the adult criminal system, its 
confessed focus on “rehabilitation” has been fraught with a similar progression towards 
more punitive, intolerant measures since the 1980’s (Bazemore, O’Brien, & Carey, 
2005).  For instance, the increased use of zero tolerance policies and the criminalization 
of disciplinary violations in schools has led to many restorative justice advocates seeking 
transformation for the juvenile justice system (Bazemore et al., 2005).  Many of the early 
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and some of the current proponents of restorative justice are anti-institution, intending to 
create change from outside the criminal or juvenile justice system (Umbreit el al., 2007).  
But there are others who postulate that if restorative justice remains informal and 
sporadic, it is unlikely to have the intended impacts (Kurki, 2000).  These advocates 
promote embedding and possibly institutionalizing restorative practices in the system, 
arguing that it may result in additional attention and support from the larger justice 
system.  While these inquiries remain largely unanswered in policy and academic 
conversations, the implementation of restorative justice in different locations suggests 
various solutions to the questions are being put into practice.  Similar to many 
movements, this leads to significant variation in the structure and goals of restorative 
justice SMOs.  The fact that there is such variety increases the need to begin researching 
their structure and strategies.     
 There is currently a growing body of literature on restorative justice, but it focuses 
on the outcomes of restorative justice programs.  Research on the establishment and 
development of these organizations in specific locales is scarce.  Though the findings 
from this case study are not generalizable, they shed light on one organization’s ability to 
embed itself into the juvenile justice system.  More specifically, the findings provide 
insight into an additional approach for SMOs to grow and establish in a particular 
location.   
 
Factors Impacting the Development of a SMO  
  
 According to McCarthy and Zald (1977), a social movement is “a set of opinions 
and beliefs in a population which represents preferences for changing some elements of 
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the social structure and/or reward distribution of a society” (p. 1217–1218).  More 
specifically, Edwards & McCarthy (2004a) define SMOs as “named groups of citizens 
who have, more or less formally, banded together to pursue or resist social change” (p. 
621).  Though there is a level of ambiguity concerning the precise distinctions between 
social movement organizations, civic organizations, interest groups, and nonprofits, the 
broader restorative justice social movement and the above definition of a SMO by 
Edward and McCarthy supports the utilization of a SMO framework to analysis 
Restorative Justice Louisville. 
 
 Structure.  Due to the tendency of social movement organizations to represent 
more professional and structured mechanisms of collective mobilization, Resource 
Mobilization Theory (RMT) has taken center stage in the attempt to explain their 
emergence, development, and survival.  I explain and apply this theory here to examine 
how an organization’s structural decisions impact the development and potential 
sustainability of a SMO.   
 In early stages of building RMT, theorists moved away from the notion that social 
movements were merely irrational masses making demands on the state.  The observation 
that movements were tied to organizations enhanced theorists’ perception that they were 
rational participants collectively acting to change their particular social situations (e.g. 
McAdam, 1982 and Morris, 1984 for civil rights movement; e.g. Evans, 1980 for 
women’s movement).  Researchers discovered that the resources produced through more 
formal organizing enabled and legitimized social movement mobilization (McCarthy and 
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Zald, 1977).  Perceiving organizations as a significant technique in mobilization 
produced new insights about the structure of a movement (Caniglia & Carmin, 2005).   
 A central theme in RMT is the necessity of resources for an organization’s 
development (Zald, 1992).  Mobilizing resources greatly impacts not only the survival, 
but also the particular trajectory an organization is able or obligated to follow (Walker & 
McCarthy, 2010).  Scholarship in this area suggests that the way members of a SMO 
structure their organization significantly shapes the possibility of accumulating resources 
(Minkoff, 2002), and at the same time, the organizational structure functions as a 
resource in itself (Clemens, 1993; Clemens & Minkoff, 2004).  As Clemens claimed, 
“organizations matter as resources; they make coordinated action possible and success 
more likely” (1993, p. 770).  There are a wide variety of concentrations within the 
research.  Of specific importance to this study is investigating the differences between 
formal and informal structures, and the impact structural decisions have on the 
establishment and direction of the organization.   
 Conversations about organizational structure belong to a long theoretical tradition 
(Andrews & Edwards, 2004).  Classical organizational research theorizes that to mobilize 
resources and survive, it is routinely necessary to emulate organizational forms that 
conform to institutional expectations and norms (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Hannan & 
Freeman, 1989; Meyer & Rowan, 1977).  This process is referred to as “institutional 
isomorphism” (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983).  Isomorphism in this context predicts that 
organizations progress from informal towards formal organizations.  More recent 
research argues that there are multiple ways for SMOs to develop, varying grades of 
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formalization, and development does not inevitably lead to institutionalization or co-
optation (Caniglia & Carmin, 2005; Minkoff, 1993, 1999).   
 As part of the research to differentiate between formality levels, Staggenborg 
(1988) identified a pattern similar to for-profit organizations.  According to her studies, 
formalized organizations are more prone to have routinized jobs, a division of labor, 
hierarchical decision-making, and specified criteria for members.  On the other hand, 
informal organizations more often have a volunteer workforce, relaxed policies, unclear 
decision-making processes, undetermined policies, adaptable duties, and individual 
leaders.  Gamson created an alternative set of criteria to determine the formality level of a 
social movement organization.  These standards examined whether or not there was (1) a 
paid staff, (2) a formal written budget, (3) a governing board, (4) official tax-status, and 
(5) formal incorporation (Edwards, 1994; Edwards and Marullo, 1995). 
 At the same time that scholars sought to differentiate between formality levels, 
they also debated the benefits of informal versus formal structures for the establishment 
of an organization (Piven & Cloward, 1977; Staggenborg, 1988).  A large body of 
research asserts that formal structures promote an organization’s legitimacy.  Formal 
structures are prone to utilize more conventional tactics, which increases legitimacy and 
reduces the chance of organizational decay (Minkoff, 1993; Staggenborg, 1991).  A 
SMO’s legitimacy increases their ability to mobilize resources, and often with less 
conflict or uncertainty than informal organizations (Gamson, 1990; McCarthy and Zald, 
1973, 1977).  Such organizational forms are also in a better position to create or respond 
to openings in political channels (Ferree and Hess, 1985) and more prepared to gain 
access to diverse networks comprised of allies, authorities, and other potential supporters 
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(Tarrow, 1998).  Along with these developmental benefits and in part due to these 
benefits, there is considerable support claiming formal SMOs are more likely to survive 
(Edwards & Marullo, 1995).  In summary, Clemens and Minkoff find that, “the more 
organization, the better the prospects for mobilization and success” (2004, p. 155). 
 Informal organizations, on the other hand, tend to be more adaptable to problems 
and unintended circumstances, which leads to new opportunities (Gerlach and Hine, 
1970; Piven and Cloward, 1977).  More inclined to use disruptive tactics (Andrews, 
2001), informal organizations profit from the benefits of such demands, which are highly 
useful in putting pressure on elites (Staggenborg, 1988; Tarrow, 1998).  Other scholars 
contend that informal organizations more frequently remain committed to their original 
goals and organizational integrity (Piven & Cloward, 1977).  
 
 Networks.  Whether a social movement organization is formal or informal, the 
next critical consideration pertains to the people associated with the organization and its 
decision-making structure.  Relying on RMT, this section presupposes the importance of 
human resources to mobilization (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004b).  Since Gerlach and 
Hine’s research in 1970, scholarship on movements continues to confirm networks as 
vital to mobilizing individuals for collective action (Diani & McAdam, 2003; Kitts, 
2000).  According to Wang and Soule (2012), networks allow for sharing “information 
about protest tactics and strategies, newsworthy events of interest, sources of funding, 
and new ideas for framing movement goals” (p. 1675).  Along with accessing resources 
and information, networks provide channels to other potential supporters to assist in 
developing SMOs (Obach, 2004; Van Dyke & McCammon, 2010).  
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 At times these resources and information are circulated through preexisting 
networks (Diani & McAdam, 2003; Edwards & McCarthy, 2004a).  Some theorists 
consider this co-opting other networks or resources for a purpose other than that for 
which they were created (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004b).  Research on networks suggests 
that along with enabling organizational development, they also have the potential to 
impede long-term success or growth (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004a).  Conversations 
about the constraining elements of networks often arise when discussing the strength of 
ties argument (Granoventter, 1973).  Weak ties more closely resemble acquaintances and 
are preferable for facilitating collective action (Ganz, 2000; Strang & Soule, 1998). 
Strong ties are connections with friends or people in tight social or professional circles.  
This logic suggests that weak ties connect an organization to a more diverse network, and 
thus have an opportunity to gain new information from a wide array of people.  Due to 
the nature of relationships within strong ties, there is more chance of overlap with other 
people in that network, thus producing repetition in the information received.  In their 
research on Mother’s Against Drunk Driving, Edwards and McCarthy explain,  
The narrower and more socially isolated the networks, the less useful we would 
expect them to be in sustaining mobilization…found them [SMOs] much more 
likely to persist when they had a broader range of ties to other social movement 
and community organizations in their immediate area. (2004a, p. 624) 
 
When strong ties are the only networks available, they lead to narrow mobilization 
opportunities, thus constraining growth.  
 The strength or weakness of ties, and hence the ability to constrain or facilitate 
mobilization, is not the only consideration.  Whether or not the networks lead to the same 
or to new people, who are the people these networks lead to?  What is the status of the 
people in the networks?  Research identifies elite networks as particularly important in 
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the development of movements.  Influential allies are especially beneficial when located 
within the particular organization or institution intended for change (Gamson, 1990; 
Tarrow, 1998).  Along with providing access to helpful resources, elite participants also 
provide legitimacy in the eyes of external audiences and other potential elite supporters 
(McCarthy & Zald, 1977; Tilly, 2004).  Converted elites can reach out to other elites in 
their networks to draw more people together.  Harold R. Kerbo asserts that “elite power is 
the power over social networks; convening power specifies the content of that structural 
advantage…Through these networks, elites are brought together; they then introduce and 
recruit other elites to join their causes” (as cited in Lindsay, 2008, p. 75).  Elites greatest 
power, rather than influencing legislation or changing policy, is their “convening” power 
(Lindsay, 2008).   
 
 Strategies.  Amassing resources and achieving entry into networks does not, of 
course, inevitably lead to efficient or effective use of resources or the immediate 
conversion of those networks.  Organization strategy is a crucial factor in determining 
how to use the resources and convince people of the cause.  According to Minkoff, 
“action strategy is the most salient feature in determining organizational life chances” 
(1993, p. 890).  Strategic choices have the power to significantly modify the trajectory of 
a group (Wang & Soule, 2012).  Therefore, along with an organization’s network and 
structure, the literature addresses how strategies significantly impact a social movement’s 
growth and/or survival.  Examining organizational strategy continues to be an important 
part of RMT, which highlights the way strategic decisions impact structure, goals, and 
access to resources (Button, 1989; Freeman, 1979; Gamson, 1990; Schram & Turbett, 
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1983).  The ensuing section speaks to the importance of furthering research on strategic 
action, mentions the different kinds of strategy, introduces frames as a part of strategic 
design, and lastly, presents the search for legitimacy as part of the strategic plan.   
 Discussing an organization’s strategy not only allows the reader to see the degree 
of agency involved in the process of movement development (Jasper, 2004), but it also 
opens up opportunities to create links between scholarship on social movements and 
application for activists (Maney et al., 2012).  An increasing number of researchers are 
emphasizing the need for studies that offer applicable findings for social movements 
(Bevington & Dixon, 2005).  This is a gap in the social science literature across the 
board, but it is a significant discrepancy in the social movement literature.  An 
organization’s structure provides a form for collective action and networks are key in 
accessing participants and supporters.  Strategy, however, is where ongoing decision-
making and goal formation are located, which makes it a clever place for convergence 
between scholars and practitioners (Maney et al., 2012).  While contributing to literature 
on how organizations develop, this work may also be useful to activists, either in 
restorative justice or in other movements, to provide practical information on the options 
and impacts of strategic planning.  Studies on movements need to provide activists 
practical ways to utilize the research on the social movements in which they are 
dedicated.  Utilizing the literature on strategy is a prospective way to work towards this 
ambition.  
 According to some, the success of a social movement organization relies on the 
strategy and tactics appealing to as many people as possible (Soule, 1997, 1999; Soule & 
King, 2008).  When considering the diversity of strategic options, it is common for 
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theorists to differentiate between organizations that employ radical means from those 
who utilize conventional, less disruptive means.  As previously mentioned, more formal 
or professional organizations tend to choose less disruptive and more institutionalized 
tactics.  Informal groups tend to choose more disruptive or direct tactics.  Though a 
debate exists surrounding the benefits of each option, when the goal of an organization is 
to seek institutional acceptance, their strategies tend to follow a certain trajectory. 
Findings more often conclude that institutional acceptance is put at risk when 
confrontational tactics are utilized (Minkoff, 1993).  
 A growing body of social movement research considers the use of frames as a 
strategy.  According to Snow, framing processes are “conscious strategic efforts by 
groups of people to fashion shared understandings of the world and of themselves that 
legitimate and motivate collective action” (as cited by McAdam, McCarthy, & Zald, 
1996, p. 6).  The concept of framing contributes greatly to understanding collective 
identity construction and is also used as a way to produce support from potential 
participants (Benford, 1997; Benford and Snow, 2000; Gamson, 1995).  Social movement 
organizations often frame their claims with the goal of aligning the movement with 
preexisting cultural values and beliefs held by those they hope to convince or mobilize 
(e.g. Liévanos, 2012; Lounsbury, Ventresca, & Hirsch, 2003; Snow & Benford, 1988; 
Snow, Rochford, Worden & Benford, 1986;).  Frames are used to build legitimacy, 
increase appeal to the cause, and produce resonance of the cause with the public and 
decision-makers.  
 The idea of framing is very closely aligned with the search for legitimacy.  As the 
previous pages indicated, an organization’s legitimacy is crucial and interconnected with 
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many other aspects of organizational development.  Generally, following institutional 
norms increases a SMO’s legitimacy (Walker & McCarthy, 2010).  Following such 
norms occurs more often in formal structures, where participants tend to utilize 
conventional tactics, which also aids in the production of legitimacy.  Finally, the 
particular people sought through the networks can be crucial in the pursuit of legitimacy.  
Though I have made these points elsewhere, the search for legitimacy warrants a brief 
reference of its own, specifically as a strategic choice.  Suchmans’s commonly cited 
definition of legitimacy is “a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an 
entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed system of 
norms, values, beliefs, and definitions” (1995, p. 574).  Walker and McCarthy’s research 
indicates that the active endeavor to produce legitimacy for an organization can indirectly 
diminish the risk of failure (2010).  This suggests that producing legitimacy is not only an 
integral part of organizational development, but also one that is a strategic decision.  
 
Institutionalization of a SMO 
 
 Theoretical framing.  Works from both the institutionalization and co-optation 
perspectives greatly expand our knowledge on the relationship between social movement 
organizations and the institution they seek to challenge.  This section builds a foundation 
for discerning the results section and demonstrates gaps in the literature for the possible 
uses of co-optation by social movement organizations.  Such a conversation may seem 
like merely an attempt to exhaust the literature surrounding SMO’s developmental 
process.  Due to the unique development of the present case study, however, discussing 
this area of research is critical.  As emerges in the analysis, RJL introduces a new 
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strategic approach to develop inside a more powerful institution, in this case the juvenile 
justice system.  
 The growth of SMOs in practice, and subsequently in theory, has led to 
observations about the similarities between non-movement organizations and movement 
organizations.  As mentioned in the previous section on structure, SMOs can range in 
their level of formality, but generally represent the more organized and formal division of 
a movement.  Research suggests that even when organizations begin as informal 
structures, they often progress towards greater levels of formality.  These realities have 
inspired proposals that SMOs follow a similar rational progression towards bureaucratic, 
institutionalized structures.  Such considerations suppose institutional myths are at work 
on SMOs in the same as they would any organization.  
 The classical view founded on works from the Weber and Michel tradition 
suggests that in order to survive, movements become progressively rational and 
institutionalized, and therefore more conservative in their ideals.  According to Meyer 
and Rowan, formal organizational structures surface as reflections of “rationalized 
institutional rules,” rather than reflecting the demands of their specific work place (1977, 
p. 340).  These institutional rules or norms serve as myths that organizations largely 
incorporate to gain increased prospects of survival, stability, legitimacy, and resources.  
This process often happens whether or not it aids the effectiveness of the internal 
activities of the organization.  DiMaggio and Powell (1983) applied Weber’s notion of 
the progression towards rationalization to discuss the homogeneity of organizations.  
Institutional isomorphism produces organizations that look and act a certain way, 
resulting at times in organizations changing or giving up certain values or goals in order 
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to follow the established patterns.  This process introduces the next possible outcome.  
There are occasions when the advancement towards formality and institutionalization is 
not the end of the story.     
 Classical theorists proposed that the progression towards rationally structured 
social movement organizations could lead to conventional institutions co-opting and 
subverting the initial goals of movements (Selznick, [1949] 1965; Michels, [1911] 1962).  
More recent scholarship disputes the claim that bureaucratization is an inevitable 
outcome, asserting that there is considerable heterogeneity in organizational forms 
(Clemens, 1993; Jenkins, 1977; Minkoff, 1999; Rucht, 1999; Voss and Sherman, 2000; 
Zald & Ash, 1966).  Regardless of the debate, there is widespread agreement that when 
movements do progress towards institutionalization, their alternative ideals and goals are 
modified to maintain the established institution (Morrill, 2006) and they may become co-
opted by the established institution (Coy & Hedeen, 2005; Osterman, 2006).  The 
mainline assumption in the literature is that the gradual move towards institutionalization 
and possibly co-optation, when it does occur, leads to the demise of a movement 
(Blumer, 1969; Mauss, 1975; Osterman, 2006; Tilly, 1978; Zald & Ash, 1966).  
 Accordingly, many researchers and activists perceive co-optation as a blunting of 
challenger movements (Coy & Hedeen, 2005; Piven & Cloward, 1977).  In their research 
on the community mediation movement, Coy and Hedeen (2005) apply DiMaggio and 
Powell’s (1983) concept of coercive isomorphism to create a process model of co-
optation.  They define this term as the “influential role of powerful exogenous institutions 
and resource providers, particularly the state, in fostering or imposing the reproduction of 
organizational patterns and values that reinforce the status quo” (p. 408).  
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 Coy and Hedeen’s process model of co-optation starts like many social 
movements begin, with the challenging movement addressing a problem, demanding 
change, establishing alternative institutions to the one that they are stating is the problem, 
and the state or challenged institution recognizing the movement’s demands.  The second 
phase occurs as the challenged institution appropriates the language the challenging 
movement is demanding, but dismisses the larger values.  In this process the institution 
invites the challengers into the policy-making discussions, while redefining the 
challenger’s terms.  The challengers perceive this acceptance as a positive step towards 
power sharing and the prospect of institutionalization appears attractive for the purposes 
of building legitimacy and mobilizing resources.  In the third stage, the challenged entity 
creates or sponsors parallel in-house programs and calls on movement activists to lead 
the initiative, assimilating the leaders to their reform project.  In the second half of the 
third stage, the program is transformed and the challenged institution sets priorities and 
goals, which the movement must restructure to meet.  In the final stage of the model, the 
priorities and goals become routinized into standard processes and even legislative 
regulations. Then the clients or consumers of the program develop particular expectations 
aligned with these standards.  At this point, the challenging movement may itself create 
an institution to support, maintain, and protect the goals they now have.  This process is 
co-optation.  Many activists and social movement scholars question the devastating 
effects this process has on movement goals and integrity.  
 This conversation presents an irony in the literature on organizational 
rationalization (Clemens, 1993).  Formalization and routinization increases an 
organization’s chances for resource mobilization, legitimacy, and survival, but at the 
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same time increases the risk of co-optation and hence the dismantling of the movement 
(Andrews, 2001; Edwards, 1994; Edwards & Marullo, 1995; Minkoff, 1993, 2002; 
Walker & McCarthy, 2010).  As Clemens articulates, “Hierarchical bureaucratic 
organization is necessary to compete effectively in the formal political arena, yet the 
processes of competition and organization distance the leadership from the interests of 
their followers and from the organization's initial commitment to the transformation of 
the political system” (1993, p. 764).  There is no straightforward way for a social 
movement organization to sidestep this irony; activists have choices to make about how 
to establish their organization in the midst of these complexities.  The question of choice 
introduces the importance of agency into this conversation. 
  
 Role of agency.  In an attempt to avoid institutional determinism, I also consider 
the role of agency.  Despite the classical institutionalist theory that bureaucratization or 
formality is inevitable, it is increasingly common to study the agency involved in 
organizational decisions, for both social movement scholars (Jasper, 2004; McCarthy & 
Wolfson, 1996) and organizational institutionalism scholars (Beckert, 1999; Hwang & 
Powell, 2005; Maguire, Hardy, & Lawrence, 2004).  The most common agent in the 
discussion of co-optation is assumed to be the larger institutional or governmental body 
involved.  I am interested here, however, in the agency of the movement participants.  In 
the following few pages, I review the literature with an alternative question in mind: is it 
ever the intention of the challenging movement to become institutionalized or co-opted as 
a strategy to advance their goal?   
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 First, it needs to be noted that the search for legitimacy, resources, and formality, 
which has already been discussed, will not be the focus of this conversation. Though 
these are clearly signs of deliberate action made by movement members, this section is 
focusing on decisions approaching institutionalization and co-optation.  One area related 
to these questions that blatantly discusses movement participant’s agency is institutional 
activism, also referred to as insider status.  This strategy involves movement activists 
making their way into the institution they are attempting to change and working for the 
cause from within.  Such an approach is seen in the civil rights movement, the women’s 
movement, and the battered women’s movement (Banaszak, 2005; Gagne, 1996; Santoro 
& McGuire, 1997).  In each of these movements, there were occasions where members 
would seek political or professional positions for the purpose of using their status and 
position to work for the benefit of a movement.  Several scholars suggest that over the 
last few decades there has been an increase of activism happening within the institution, 
distorting the previous well-defined distinctions between insiders and outsiders (Jenness, 
2005; Katzenstein, 1998; Taylor, 2007).  Santoro and McGuire (1997) argue that insider 
strategies can be more effective than those attempting to work outside the system.  Due to 
the “Increasing rationalization, routinization, centralization, and corporatism in U.S. 
social and economic life” (Coy & Hedeen, 2005, p. 408), many organizations who refuse 
to comply with institutional norms, continuing their search for alternative goals, have not 
survived.  This reality appears to have spurred other strategies beyond the traditional 
outsider-protestor model of social movement activism.   
 The insider situation questions the stringent boundaries drawn in social movement 
and public policy literature between social movements and the state (Banaszak, 2005).  
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Insider status, however, is limited in its usefulness to answer the question at hand.  The 
notion of an individual infiltrating the ranks of the institution is different than a strategy 
for an entire SMO to become institutionalized or co-opted early in the organization’s life.  
The present case study, however, introduces a new strategic way to develop alongside a 
more powerful institution.  Results, presented in the subsequent section, suggest that RJL 
developed by becoming embedded into the system early in its organization life.  With this 
more specific focus of embedding an entire organization in the system, the literature 
rarely refers to the challenging movement as the agent in the process of co-optation.  
There are a few parallel exceptions that may assist in shedding light on this question.  
 The best example comes from the work of Lounsbury and colleagues’ research on 
the environmental recycling movement (Lounsbury, 2001, 2005; Lounsbury et al., 2003).  
In this example, activists began working against the waste industry by organizing 
independent drop off centers run by local non-profit groups.  This approach was 
unsuccessful.  A dependable infrastructure did not develop until activists entered 
conventional policy channels and created relationships with the inside agencies and 
“retheorized” recycling programs as for-profit services that worked alongside established 
waste management programs (Schneiberg & Lounsbury, 2008, p. 655).  Their work led to 
changing the discourse and cultural beliefs about recycled material as a commodity and 
transformed practices on a larger scale (see Morrill, 2006 for the example of the 
alternative dispute resolution movement).   
 Though evidence of organizations working within the institution as a strategic 
move does exist, it is not a thoroughly examined area.  Schnieberg and Lounsbury (2008) 
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advocate for more thorough academic investigation conducted in this area.  They promote 
furthering knowledge on how movements: 
emerge from and exploit contradictions or multiple logics within fields to 
mobilize support, forge new paths or produce change…movements can emerge 
and operate within established channels and power structures, drawing on existing 
institutions and taken-for-granted understandings to theorize, articulate and 
combine new projects or practices with prevailing models and arrangements. (p. 
650, p. 654)  
 
Further understanding the possibilities, benefits, and limitations of deliberate 
institutionalization or co-optation has the potential to advance the connections between 
institutional change and collective action dynamics.  





The social movements and organizations literatures are interested in the factors that 
influence the development and survival of a particular organization.  This case study 
seeks to advance such knowledge, while attempting to contribute to an underdeveloped 
area of the research: the nascent stages of organizational life.  The aim here is not to 
generalize results; the hope is to use the results to theorize about early SMO development 
and provide helpful information and considerations for emerging SMOs.  Though it is not 
possible to know the long-term trajectory of the organization, this technique allows a 
glimpse into the organization’s growth, while it is still emerging.  Conversely, much of 
the work done on the survival of SMOs contains a selection bias, because they often 
choose to look at organizations after they have already succeeded or dissipated.  Such 
studies involve retrospective research, rather than looking at the complex factors of an 
organization’s development in the early stages of the process.  
 This case study employs a grounded theory approach to explore the trajectory of 
the Restorative Justice Louisville organization.  Qualitative methodology is commonly 
employed in organizational research (Wood, 2012).  More specifically, grounded theory 
is routinely used when gathering data on locally based organizations (Locke, 2001; 
Martin & Turner, 1986).  Referring to grounded theory, Locke points out, “after all, its 
genesis, in no small part, lay in studies of professional work carried out in complex 
organizational settings” (2001, p. 95).  Moreover, recent research seeks to analyze 
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organizations through a symbolic interactionist point of view, recognizing SMOs as more 
than mere resources to a movement, but as places of interaction and decision-making 
(Clemens & Minkoff, 2004).  This shift in SMO research fits well with the symbolic 
interactionist roots of grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006).  Finally, grounded theory is a 
suitable option for social movement research in particular, because it is a method that 
helps bridge the divide between theory and practice (Locke, 2001).  This is important for 
social movement literature, as the literature should be accessible to movement 
participants (Bevington & Dixon, 2005).   
 Louisville is a valuable location for this investigation for two reasons.  First, the 
debate continues around how restorative justice organizations should integrate and relate 
with the traditional juvenile justice system.  RJL won favor from key supporters and 
became established from within the justice system very quickly.  RJL’s relatively swift 
decision and implementation in comparison to other organizations provides a rich setting 
to gain new insights about SMO growth and to explore the survival benefits and 
challenges corresponding to this developmental path.  Second, participating myself in 
RJL, I had access to the activist community.  Prior to beginning research, I was in contact 
with the executive director, which created a level of trust that made the request to pursue 
the organization as a research site a natural proposal.  
 I conducted semi-structured interviews with RJL’s task force members and board 
members.  Interviews lead to greater depth of understanding in comparison to other 
techniques (Gillham, 2003).  Interviews also allow for better engagement of the 
complexities occurring in a specific environment (Brenner, M., Brown, J., & Canter, 
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1985).  These advantages are of utmost importance in order to discern the complexities 
involved in RJL’s implementation process.  
 I received approval from the University’s Institutional Review Board prior to 
contacting members of the organization.  I gained access to the members of RJL through 
the executive director.  She sent out an email telling the board members and the task 
force members about the study in hopes of affording my request legitimacy and attention.  
I followed up her announcement with individual emails to each member.   I went through 
the restorative justice facilitation training within the last year, and the director disclosed 
this information in her initial email.  Though it is impossible to know for sure the impact 
of my current participation in the organization on the interviewees, it did not appear to 
dissuade participants from freely speaking about their experience with the organization.  
The majority did not remember my role in the organization.  The few that did 
acknowledge my participation in the program seemed to be encouraged to speak in more 
detail and with greater excitement about the history and trajectory of the organization.    
 I completed seventeen interviews.  Nine of the seventeen were task force 
members, six were board members, and two were members of both boards.  The 
interview questions were guided by a preliminary review of the social movements and 
organizations literatures, and included questions about the participant’s involvement in 
RJL and the organizational development in terms of structure, networks, strategy, and 
resource mobilization (see Appendix A).  The average length of interviews was 43 
minutes, ranging from the longest lasting 81 minutes and the shortest lasting 25 minutes.   
 When meeting with the participants, the voluntary nature of their participation 
was stressed and each participant signed a consent form.  To protect their confidentiality, 
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in the following analysis I do not use their names or identify them based on occupational 
titles that may reveal their identity.  I did, however, designate whether they are board or 
task force members, as well as whether they are system or community players.  In the 
subsequent results section, there may be a few cases where the identity of a member is 
clear to a longstanding member of the organization, due to the notoriety of the story, but 
to the extent of my ability, I protected the identities of all participants.      
 The interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed.  The transcribed 
interviews were coded and analyzed according to grounded theory techniques (Charmaz, 
2006; LaRossa, 2005).  I began line-by-line coding as I continued collecting data, in 
order to focus the questions and information during the remaining interviews (Charmaz, 
2006).  After the interviews were initially coded, they were compared to one another in 
an attempt to begin conceptualizing and synthesizing larger sections of data.  This is 
referred to as focus coding where the most significant codes from the first step are 
pursued.  Finally, a version of axial coding was utilized to begin analyzing one category 
at a time and developing subcategories within each category (Charmaz, 2006; LaRossa, 
2005).  According to Charmaz, axial coding represents the step where the fragmented 
data from the line-by-line coding are reassembled into a cohesive whole.  This is where I 
began to form the theoretical connections between the categories that I developed during 
initial coding.  





The Emergence of Restorative Justice Louisville 
 The SMO in this case study was not inherited from a group of experienced 
specialists in restorative justice practices.  It grew out of conversations focusing on larger 
questions about ways to make Louisville a more peaceful and just place.  These 
conversations included people from the Louisville Bar Association (LBA) and 
overlapped with the committee that developed the Compassionate City Campaign.  
Throughout discussions and meetings between interested members in the city, the 
concept of restorative justice practices surfaced as one way to promote their 
compassionate mission.  
 One particular story surfaced in the interviews as a turning point to mobilize 
people around the idea of implementing a restorative justice program.  A prominent 
member of the court system heard about restorative justice at an international conference.  
Upon returning to Louisville, she attempted the process informally in the courtroom.  
This experience solidified for her and others who heard the story that this was a possible 
alternative for dealing with conflicts between people.  Her story led to subsequent 
conversations about the possibility of implementing this practice in Louisville.   
 Eventually the persons mentioned above and a few other inspired players came 
together and shared their idea to start a pilot project with the Disproportionate Minority 
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Confinement Initiative.  This committee is staffed by the Jefferson County Crime 
Commission, which consists of many key criminal and juvenile justice system players.  
With the merging of people from these different groups, they were able to create an initial 
advisory board to launch the organization that is now known as Restorative Justice 
Louisville (RJL).   
 The advisory board chose a willing leader who became the executive director to 
spearhead the pilot project.  The members worked with the juvenile court system to get 
certain cases sent outside the court to RJL.  If the case is completed successfully, the 
charges are expunged from the youth’s record.  If the process is not completed, the case is 
sent back to court (see Appendix B for a complete diagram of the process).  The pilot 
project started in 2011 and as of March 2014, they have successfully completed 60 cases, 
are monitoring 12 cases, and are in the process of scheduling 8 new conferences.  This 
brief introduction opens up a lot of unanswered questions about this organization’s ability 
to develop with so few roadblocks, receiving more assistance from the juvenile justice 
system than opposition.  In order to gain insight into the development process, the 
following pages share the story of this organization by examining the most significant 
factors that emerged during the interviews.  
 
Structure of the Organization  
 
As was made clear in the literature review, a significant aspect in organizational literature 
examines how the structure of a SMO impacts its development and potential for survival.  
Due to this fact, it is imperative to begin a conversation focused on questions surrounding 
development, by exploring how the early members decided to structure their SMO.  This 
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includes the leadership arrangement, the level of formality, and the decision-making 
procedures.  The section concludes by providing a typology of players involved in the 
organization. 
 The members of RJL created a binary leadership structure, composed of the task 
force (once referred to as the initial advisory board) and the working board.  In response 
to the people they gathered around their cause, they chose to populate the task force with 
players that were predominately a part of the juvenile justice system in some capacity.  
The main role of this group is to help with the logistical and legal decisions, along with 
assisting in the implementation of the program.  The working board began with a few of 
the original advisory members and eventually invited largely community members from 
different businesses and organizations around the city, a few holding high profile 
positions.  This board was strategically created to connect with people who would be able 
to fundraise and offer connections with potential funders.  
 Based on typologies from the SMO literature (Minkoff, 1993, 1999; Staggenborg, 
1988), RJL possesses aspects of both informality and formality, but is set on a trajectory 
favoring formalization.  The presence of formal structure is indicated by their 501c3 
status, which precipitated the creation of bylaws, a mission statement, and a strategic 
plan.  There was not unanimity among interviewees about whether the program should 
receive more public or private funding. There were many participants, however, who 
favored securing the organization to city or even state budgets, which signifies a 
movement towards a formal structure.  The formal structure of the court system and the 
decision to create a task force with criminal and juvenile justice system players also 
encourages a high level of formality.  
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 The existence of an executive director predicts formality; although, the position 
has not been funded consistently and remains a volunteer position, which generally 
suggests informality.  The director is the only full time employee and attends to the 
majority of day-to-day management and administrative duties of the SMO.  The 
director’s duties include overseeing the cases that get referred from the court, assigning 
facilitators to the cases, completing paperwork relevant to the case, and sending the 
information back to court after completion.  The director is also responsible for applying 
for grant money, speaking to donors, and working with the board to raise resources as 
well.  She directs promotional and marketing tasks, leads community meetings to 
promote the organization, and is the main communicator with key court and system 
personal.  She is also a part of the leadership team, attending and often leading 
discussions with both boards.  She recruits new participants, manages the interns, trains 
the facilitators, facilitates some cases herself, and is the main support person for the 
facilitators.   
 The facilitators are also volunteers.  There are 42 trained facilitators. Facilitators’ 
participation level greatly varies, with some trained volunteers not yet participating in a 
conference and the active volunteer receiving a steady caseload.  This range depends on 
their availability and experience.  The only other staff consists of interns from the 
University of Louisville.  These volunteers work with the executive director in the office, 
managing paperwork and databases, monitoring cases, communicating with facilitators, 
and facilitating cases themselves.  They also participate in the developmental aspects of 
the organization, attending and participating in meetings. Though the “volunteer” status 
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implies informality, the organization is seeking funding for the director and hopes to 
someday pay the facilitators a small fee for their services.  
 In terms of decision-making, the majority of participants described RJL as a 
collaborative group, noting everyone was granted a voice and space to discuss their 
opinions and ideas.  Only one exception to this trend surfaced.  A member in the sample 
expressed deep frustration with the task force, perceiving a stratification of importance 
among the members based on occupational position.  When asked if decision-making was 
collaborative, this task force member responded with the following statement. 
I think they have an intellectual arrogance. ‘I’m an attorney. I’m a politician. I rub 
shoulders with the mayor. And you sir, are a [profession removed for 
confidentiality reasons]. Oh ok.’  They talk about themselves and they really don’t 
ask for our view. And I think they probably know what our view is. We’re a 
necessary evil they have to have. I’m not stupid, you can see how people feel. 
 
Apart from this view, the participants in the sample report that the boards were places of 
collaboration and open dialogue.  
 One of the most important findings of this section is the influence the type of 
people who populated the leadership positions had on the structure of the organization.  
For instance, their decision to create a task force to oversee the logistics of the 
organization provided those in the juvenile justice system a level of influence from the 
very beginning.  In a similar manner, the movement towards early formalization is 
influenced by the member’s level of expertise and the number of professionals involved.  
Decisions concerning the structure of their SMO contributed to their success in 
establishing a program and these decisions were related to the type of people accessed by 
the original networks.  
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 Typology of RJL board members.  As a whole, the members comprising both 
boards are professionals, largely from the justice system, business sector, and a few from 
academia.  The majority of members are middle to late age, with only a few members 
younger than forty.  The members of the two boards fit into two categories, largely based 
upon their professional position.  There were those that were considered “system players” 
and those that were considered “community members.”  These are ideal types that do not 
define all players, but these categories assist in describing the members of the Restorative 
Justice Louisville leadership team.  
 
 System players.  These individuals work in the criminal or juvenile justice system 
in some capacity: judge, attorney, court designated worker, crime commission member, 
etc.  Both system and non-system players used this term. It was often a term used to 
differentiate these players from other RJL actors.  Here is one example from a system 
player: “I knew all of the system people. I knew some of the community people, but I 
also met some new folks that were community folks that I hadn’t had direct contact 
with.”  Another example comes from an interviewee who participated in both boards, 
“There’s two groups—the advisory group filled with system players—court designated 
workers, judges.  But then there’s this other group that is more outside people I’d say.”  
In this example, outside people are equivalent to community players. 
 
 Community players.  These participants are not part of the justice system directly 
and predominately served on the working board, and in a few exceptions were members 
of the task force.  Often these actors would clearly differentiate themselves as non-system 
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players.  At times this differentiation was said in a matter of fact tone, merely as a 
explanation; other times it was said to intentionally create distance between them, making 
sure to mention they were not “system” people.  In response to a question about whether 
they ever go to someone outside of the restorative justice organization for assistance, a 
system player said, “To this point, I really haven’t. I tend to be more on the system side. 
Certainly interact with all of the community players and have developed relationships 
with them, but still… The trouble shooting demand usually tends to be more on the 
system side than the community side.”  When referring to the decision about what 
offenses to include, a community member commented, “it wasn’t something I had a lot of 
input in, I’m not a system player.”  Both of these comments not only create a clear 
distinction between different roles, but they also suggest that system players were given 
certain responsibilities and input not afforded the community player. 
    
 Overlapping roles.  There were a few participants that had their foot in each 
group.  For instance, one attorney did not work in the criminal system, but as a lawyer, 
came into contact with many of the system players.  He described it like this, “I think me 
being motivated to get involved and help and being of the system, but not of the system 
was helpful for us getting it started.”  Another community member described herself as 
an activist who was previously “anti-system,” but her current political position brings her 
in contact and collaboration with players in the system world (outside of her work in 
RJL), giving her a foot in both worlds.  The interviews revealed that these individuals 
with overlapping roles were central to connecting the two separate player groups.  This 
was evidenced by the numerous times these players’ names surfaced in the interviews.   
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Social Networks Leading to the “Right” People 
 
 This SMO is not a community-led initiative challenging the practices of an 
institutionalized organization, namely the justice system, from the outside.  Instead, this 
group mobilized players from the community and from inside the court walls to develop 
an alternative to the traditional system.  They achieved this goal not by convincing city or 
state legislatures or amending policy, but they convinced and collaborated with the 
players within the court itself to begin practicing something new and contrary to 
traditional practices.  It is clear that they have been able to conduct restorative justice 
conferences with the assistance of people who were in positions to support the change in 
their day-to-day responsibilities.  Arising out of the literature and from the mouths of 
those involved in this sample comes the question: how did they mobilize people, in this 
case people of prominent positions, to collectively work together?  The answer to this 
question emerged during the interviews: the utilization of networks.  The words from one 
of the members best introduce this theme: “If it wasn’t for that collaboration and that 
network, I think it never would have happened here locally.” 
 The early founders were well-connected people.  These well-connected persons 
were not the ones who had the capacity to implement the program within the system, but 
they knew the people who could (occasionally through several layers of connections).  
Their professional positions led them to networks that were largely compiled of system 
players, several of whom would eventually became task force members themselves.  The 
SMO literature reveals that networks are key resources and strategies for mobilizing 
people (Diani & McAdam, 2003; Gerlach & Hine, 1970; Kitts, 2000; Wang & Soule, 
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2012).  The significance of RJL’s networks, however, was not necessarily the number of 
people they mobilized, but that they led to the “right” people.   
 Participants used terms such as “right,” “correct,” or  “necessary” to refer to the 
people they were able to organize, in every instance the person they were indicating 
worked directly in the juvenile justice system.  An interviewee explained this situation 
with the following statements. 
We began to meet on a regular basis and got some pretty heavy duty players 
involved and willing to participate and go along with it. All the right people were 
at the table and one thing led to another and low and behold we formed and got 
the ball rolling…I think we did pretty well at doing what we needed to do when 
we needed to do it.  Finding the right people to help us do it.   
 
These “right” people were of specific assistance in implementing this new approach in 
the court system because many of them were the ones in juvenile court everyday.  A 
system player explained, “I think a lot of the people needed to make something like RJ 
work, are already involved in juvenile court, at least aware of how it works. And if 
they’re not here every day, they’re here often enough.” These people were not the 
legislatures or political figures with noteworthy levels of power, but were able to change 
the system by incorporating RJL into their work place.  As one participant explained, 
“It’s a great program, but it’s because the people who started it chose the right people to 
stay in it.”  This quote supports the theme that continued to emerge in the analysis: the 
people who began the organization knew the people to incorporate to get to their goal.  
For instance, the status of several people on the committee provided legitimacy and 
confidence that was fundamental to sway the county attorney’s office, the public 
defender’s office, and eventually even acquired the support from the mayor.  The 
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endorsement from high status people assisted in creating legitimacy for the organization, 
which has the potential of leading to additional networks. 
 As the task force grew, the organization itself became amassed with the people 
who held influence to begin altering the practices employed in the juvenile justice 
courtroom.  Though there were multiple new connections made throughout the time to 
get this going, many of these networks were previously created networks that were now 
being co-opted to transmit a new message, which allowed RJL to establish itself and 
develop among the court personnel (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004b).  For example, a 
member said, “They were networks that were already bubbling over, relationships that 
had already been built, and this was just us working on something that we had never 
worked on before.”  A task member said she knew the executive director from when they 
worked in the same agency years ago.  She revealed that overlapping job positions were 
not uncommon in their profession. 
I’d had a bit of previous contact with her [the director]…a lot of the big cabinets 
people go back and forth in that sense.  A lot of people start out with Child 
Protection Services and move over to Department of Juvenile Justice. So it’s not 
that uncommon for DJJ folks to have that experience, quite a few people do 
actually. 
 
As the above quotes suggests, some of the people knew each other from prior 
employment.  Others mentioned knowing fellow participants from previous boards or 
committees they served on together.   
 The benefit of the networks did not end with the players in the system, but also 
reached out into the community, albeit to a lesser degree.  Many of the community 
relationships were also reliant on previous relationships, both personal and professional.  
As one board member recounted, 
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We carpooled with our kids to get them to school. He and his wife are Jewish and 
he has some connections to family foundations. I wrote him a letter two or three 
weeks ago asking for his help. Somehow he got my email address and wrote back 
that I can’t do it with this foundation, but I can get a $1000 from this other 
foundation for you. Oh by the way, here’s what our kids are doing. It was a really 
nice exchange.  
 
Certain community members were able to use their professional and personal connections 
to lead to corporate players, foundations, or other sources of financial support. 
 These findings do not mean however, that everyone in the system and in vital 
political positions supports or is even aware of RJL.  Though these networks are 
composed of supportive members from the justice system and beyond the system who 
greatly assisted in the development of RJL, they still need subsequent assistance from 
higher status judicial leaders and more community involvement.  Members believe that as 
the organization expands, further progress is needed to publicize their cause. 
 The group of people who began the RJL conversations led to networks of a 
certain type of person: established professionals with connections, resources, and a 
particular set of expertise.  This theme reinforces theoretical claims about networks as 
principle tools used by SMOs and points more specifically to the importance of the status 
within a particular network (Gamson, 1990; Lindsay, 2008; McCarthy & Zald, 1977; 
Tarrow, 1998; Tilly, 2004).  The following sections begin to reveal the relationship 
between the networks of the original founders and their strategies.  
 
Strategies Used by the Organization   
 
 In some situations, the mere connection with key players may assist with 
legitimacy and opening doors, but knowing important people does not guarantee support 
and success.  Those players and their expansive networks must believe in the cause and 
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be convinced of the mission, or at the very least, unopposed to the potential.  This is 
where the strategy of an organization appears to be an important addition to the SMO 
literature.  Collective action groups are faced with the task of deciphering the most 
effective ways to position the organization, frame their position, and tell their story.  This 
organization is no exception.  The examples that follow show how the leaders of RJL 
worked as “agents actively engaged in the production and maintenance of meaning for 
constituents, antagonists, and bystanders or observers” to promote collective action 
through tactics and frames (Benford & Snow, 2000, p. 614).  
 According to one of the participants, several years ago a member of a local 
mediation group attempted to implement a form of restorative justice in Louisville, but to 
no avail.  They did not have the correct influence, and the connections they did have were 
not prepared for it at the time.  The interviewee said, “We had people in the right 
positions, but they weren’t persuaded.”  Even when connections are present, strategic 
methods are employed to encourage support (Gamson, 1990; Minkoff, 1993).  Such 
findings lead to the question: what has RJL done to develop an organization with minimal 
to no pushback, and garner more support than the founders could have imagined?   
 As the prior section spelled out, throughout the past two years the founders and 
various supporters were busy exercising their networks to gain access to decision makers 
and build the task force and working board.  The subsequent pages address the strategies 
and frames this collective group chose and implemented to mobilize people and gain their 
support. 
 
 Mobilization through cooperation.  Restorative Justice Louisville is an 
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organization that utilizes agreement and compliance strategies rather than opposition to 
create legitimacy and open doors into a particular space.  In this case, that space is the 
court system.  This section provides an account of their agreement strategy by looking at 
the specific tactics and frames employed to reach their goals.  These include their 
decision to embed the program in the juvenile justice system, distance themselves from 
more combative groups, and utilize non-threatening and collaboration frames.   
 A productive way to produce legitimacy in the eyes of the state, corporate 
partners, and the community is to “abide by institutional norms” (Walker & McCarthy, 
2010, p. 318).  This is precisely the path RJL chose.  Walker and McCarthy go on to say 
that an organization’s legitimacy is necessary for survival and is not only reflected by the 
people who support the organization, but “is reflected in their degree of embeddedness in 
their institutional environments" (2010, p. 319).  As a program, RJL followed the 
“institutional norms” of the justice system in order to establish their program.  This 
reflection from a key system player demonstrates the presence of strategic 
embeddedness:  
I think the way an organization positions itself is critical, particularly in a criminal 
justice environment.  If they were seen as just driving an agenda regardless of 
how the system operates, not be willing to operate within the existing system, or 
being critical of the system. It could kill the program.  
 
This sentiment was echoed by many other interviews.  The players decided not to create 
waves, but to operate within the system.  They invited people in the juvenile justice 
system to the table and worked within the norms and language of this sector to achieve 
their objective.  
 One participant said their tactic to embed within the institution was to remain 
“non-threatening” to the justice system.  He went on to say, “I think you have to honor, 
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you don’t try to roll over people.”  Another respondent said, “I think a lot of people who 
desire to make changes tend to vilify people in the system… I think we’ve been able to 
make the changes because we haven’t tried to cram anything down.”  They did not utilize 
sits-ins or protests or make demands until the other side negotiated or recoiled.  Instead, 
they initiated conversations, brought system players into the leadership committees, and 
incrementally sidled into the court to implement the organization. 
 An indicator of their desire to remain closely aligned with the system was the 
method of differentiating themselves from another organization in the city that works for 
change, but often through more oppositional tactics.  Several years ago, this oppositional 
group took part in advocating for restorative justice practices, primarily in the schools, 
but they used methods that differed greatly from RJL’s tactics.  For example, one 
member said, “They have sometimes aggressive or antagonistic approach, particularly 
when dealing with system.”  Others referred to them as intimidating, rude, and a bully.  
Multiple participants mentioned this group and their direct tactics, indicating that their 
methods did not work within the norms of the institution they were attempting to change.  
The participants distancing and differentiating their organization from this group is 
suggestive of their own strategy to remain closely aligned with the institution, rather than 
as a challenger to the institution. 
 When I asked if it was an intentional strategy to come alongside the system 
instead of opposing it, a task force member responded by saying: 
I think, yeah.  In order to get the pilot started—engaging and having the support 
from all the players of the system—you got to do it.  So I think in that regard it’s 
laid a firm foundation. Its not an us vs. them, its more of our program. 
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Along with showing the intentionality of their method, this comment depicts the way they 
frame themselves as collaborators rather than opponents.  Another activist said, “You 
don’t position it as an either/or, you position it as a both/and.”  Both of these sentiments 
capture the larger frame of cooperation.   
 Of course, not all members were on the same page with every organizational 
decision.  The majority of interviewees spoke with favor about the strategy to head 
further into the system, rather than to remain outside and separate.  Several people, 
however, explicitly mentioned their disagreement with the choice to embed the program 
so deeply within the system, and a few others hinted at it without overtly providing their 
stance.  In general, these members believed the program should have more of a 
community focus and presence.  This is the most transparent comment made on the 
subject: 
I have very strong opinions and I’ve shared them with the board. I definitely 
believe that we have to remain as a community-based entity, not something that 
falls under government. In fact, I feel uncomfortable that we have a government 
phone number, our 574 extension, just because I feel like, you know, most people 
that I know are not comfortable calling governmental entities, just for whatever 
reason…But we should remain outside of the system, and not necessarily because 
we are fighting one another in this antagonistic relationship, but because the 
community, to me, is what’s most important. And the community needs to see us 
as accessible, as friendly, as approachable, because they for the most part have not 
had the best relationships with and interactions with the system. 
 
Another member agreed with this sentiment: 
For me it came out of the system more than it came out of the community… I 
don’t think of this as a social justice community-based organization. It’s just a 
different model. I think there are pros and cons of both models. When I joined the 
task force...part of what [name removed for confidentiality] and I talked about, 
there is a difference between starting a program and then inviting a diverse group 
in, from starting with a diverse group in the beginning. Invite me to the table in 
the beginning I’m going to approach the program differently if you bring me in 
when you’ve set everything up…Happily, the system players helped make it 
happen. And in this community, that may have been a necessity. 
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 Though there were few blatant statements like the ones above expressing 
disagreement with the direction of the organization, several comments about leadership 
and membership reflect an analogous viewpoint.  Most of these individuals saw the 
benefit of inviting high status people to the table, but were concerned they were loosing 
an opportunity to recruit people who were more representative of those they were seeking 
to serve.  This is one member’s reflection: 
It was not ill intentioned that it happened that way, but when you looked around 
the room it was all east end people trying saying what should happen in another 
area of town and we don’t have any representation on here… I think I brought 
that up a couple of times, that we needed to pay attention to diversity and there 
was a tension about do you want people who can make big donations to keep this 
going or… 
 
These participants believe that in order to create a program that is truly aligned with the 
needs of the community, there must be more people in leadership positions that are from 
and representative of those neighborhoods.  This critique included the lack of racial and 
neighborhood diversity.  Several comments focused on the fact that members “looked 
just like me on the board,” referring to oneself as a middle-class white professional.  The 
following quote provides a direct example of the race component: 
The way RJ organization developed that model, it was the people propelling so 
much of this were white folks. It was the type of board that they were seeking 
were people to shake trees and raise money. They weren’t necessarily people that 
were engaged with the group. That’s not necessarily a bad thing. They brought 
people in committed to the idea. But is this coming from the community or a 
group of people? I think it came from a group of people.  
 
 Often times the comments expressing hints of tension surfaced when members 
were asked about the function of networking in the development.  For example, one 
interviewee responded by saying, “I think that [the benefit of networks] is particularly 
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true for the system network.”  Another member focused her response on the “weakness” 
of the connections they chose: 
 I think it’s great to have all of those people, but it’s also a weakness. We are so 
connected that we don’t look beyond those connections—whether it’s the 
communities we serve and having more people who are diverse on the board.  
 
A working board member echoed this view in the next quote: 
We have to move beyond these networks, we have to get community folks on 
board, like we need to have folks on the board who have gone through the 
process, who can speak from their own experience, so it’s not us theorizing. You 
have me, the only person actually living in the neighborhoods we’re serving, and 
then we have everyone else who lives east, like, am I the only person who sees 
this disconnect? 
 
These statements point to the literature on the strength of ties, affirming the finding that 
strong ties do not allow for networks to breach familiar circles (Edwards & McCarthy, 
2004a; Ganz, 2000; Granoventter, 1973; Strang & Soule, 1998).  In this example, it may 
not have constrained development, but some of the participants perceived it as a 
weakness in mobilizing a diverse support base.    
 It appears that the substantial presence of system players transcended the opinions 
of those that were critical or skeptical about the organization’s direction.  At this juncture 
it is necessary to point out that when asked about opposition or disagreement in decision-
making, these same participants who mentioned dismay at the level of system 
embeddedness also spoke positively about RJL’s collaboration and did not suggest that 
there were deep conflicts among members.  Multiple participants also admitted that they 
communicated their hesitation to their prospective boards, thus clarifying that the 
decision to move further into the system to establish the organization may not have been 
filled with tense, divergent conversations. But opposing viewpoints did surface in regards 
to these important organizational questions.  Opposition to the decisions was present, yet 
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their strategy to head further towards system partnerships remained the course.  The 
presence of divergent voices shows that they made a decision; their actions were not 
merely subjected to structural or political constraints.   
 
 Bridge between opposing viewpoints.  Along with presenting their mission as 
collaborating with the system, they also framed the philosophy of the organization as a 
bridge between competing ideologies.  Many times, the history of criminal justice reform, 
and for that matter the history of social movement literature, is a story of fierce 
opposition.  Competing ideologies have been both political and judicial in nature.  The 
court system itself is based on an adversarial process between prosecution and defense.  
The advocates of this organization, however, claim that their program provides 
advantages for both sides:   
And that’s the big thing about this, we can hit it from all angles.  People who are 
more liberal will like it because it’s about human needs. But people are more 
conservative will like it because it’s victim-centered too. You’re looking out for 
the victim, there is nothing soft about it. The agreed upon accountability tend to 
be more than judge imposed sentences. The difference is if you have some say in 
your accountability and own it you can move through it and let go of it.  
 
A task force member agreed by saying, “It’s hard not to want to support…It sort of 
touches all the key parts from a prosecutor and defense perspective, from a judicial 
perspective.”  They perceive and promote their organization as a philosophy that can be 
embraced by people on both sides of the political or judicial aisle. 
 In order to use this frame to its fullest, they utilized one-on-one meetings.  This 
approach allowed them to carefully curate their story to resonate with a particular person 
based on his/her political or ideological perspectives.  One of the early founders argued 
that in order to spread the message to multiple individuals with competing ideologies, one 
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must “know your audience.”  Knowing one’s audience prepares the activist to sell the 
concept to people from either side of the political or judicial divide.    
 
 Providing the system a level of control.  RJL’s collaboration with the court did 
not stop with the compliance to the institutional norms; they also provided the system a 
level of control over the program’s development.  This is exemplified by examining the 
SMO’s decision as to which offenses to include in the restorative justice program.  The 
members of the board did not approach the prosecuting attorney’s office with a list of 
suitable offenses and ask for their cooperation.  Nor did they stage a mass protest until 
they were given access to the court.  They did not lobby their local politicians, 
encouraging a high status official to use a top down approach to demand change.  They 
gave a blank piece of paper to the prosecuting attorney and asked them which offenses 
they thought were appropriate.  A prosecuting attorney explained it this way: “I would 
also say I think our office retained almost veto power…I don’t know how much 
collaboration there was about which offenses would be considered. I think maybe to get 
the county attorney’s office on board, people were ok with that.”   
 This is not the only example of the organization providing people in the juvenile 
court system a level of influence and control.  In fact, the program logistics were strongly 
impacted by the system’s needs and requests.  One of the system members mentioned, 
“They’ve [RJL] been real flexible in trying to meet our needs within the court system.”  
They sought the support and collaboration of those who have the power to make the 
changes in their daily lives, by welcoming their input about the organization’s decisions 
and direction.   
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 A service to the overwhelmed courts.  RJL also framed their mission as a 
service to the court.  This was used as a tool for gaining support from those in the system, 
who were the most familiar with the needs of the juvenile justice system.  In consonance 
with the literature, this is productive because frames should resonate with prior messages 
(Babb, 1996; Snow and Benford, 1988).  The message from the juvenile justice system is 
that they are overworked, under funded, and in need of different approaches.  As one 
participant proclaimed, “the whole court system is overwhelmed as it is.”  This message 
extends beyond the local level as the federal criminal justice system is experiencing 
similar issues, which increases the resonance of the frame.  RJL frames their program as 
a way to decrease the cases on the docket, lessen the load of the lawyers, reduce risk for 
judges, and save money for the larger justice system.  
 The following excerpts from the interviews exemplify these points.  During an 
interview, a system player admitted the reason he would buy in to the organization, “I’m 
always willing to try something different, because of the volume of cases and how young 
these kids are.”  A community member claimed, “the judges appreciate that [RJL’s 
service], because they’re getting bombarded.”  A system member confirmed the above 
declaration with this statement, “It saves the prosecutor time that morning. It saves the 
defense attorney time. It saves me time, its one less case on my docket.”  These 
comments from the interviews reveal that the service to the courts frame is resonating 
with system players.  
 One of the prominent board members explained how he describes it to those in the 
system:   
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We’ve positioned it as—to judges—as safe. They’re overworked and I say look, if 
you got the victim there, the facilitator, the offender, sometimes police there, and 
they come up with an agreement and its presented to you there is little to no risk 
to you as a judge to accept it… So with this, when you talk to judges about it—
look we’re trying to lighten your docket.  
 
This final quote sums up several of the claims, coming from an a system player in the 
juvenile court:  
I’m very encouraged by it. Just from a numbers perspective its good because, it 
takes--I think they’re up to 200 cases. That’s 200 cases that didn’t come to court 
and we didn’t have to use resources, which is good… There are a lot of cases, 
there are dwindling resources, whether the prosecutors or defenders office or 
social workers. We have so many cases in Jefferson County.  If there is another 
way to handle them, I think people are willing to try it, to see if it’s going to work. 
I hate to say it, but a more cost effective way. 
 
It is clear from the above statements that presenting RJL as a service is a resonant frame, 
as well as a useful tactic for gaining the approval from those most aware of the needs of 
the juvenile justice system. 
 
 Secondary frames.  Along with the primary strategies that surfaced, there were a 
few others that routinely emerged as a way to frame and position the organization.  
Several times they said they utilized emotional and powerful stories.  These were 
generally anecdotal stories from RJL’s early experience and successful programs from 
other sites in the U.S. and abroad.  Along with anecdotal support, they also relied heavily 
on past research to legitimize the claims that this is a reputable, effective way to deal with 
youth offending.  
Several interviewers also contended that restorative justice practices provide a 
holistic solution to juvenile offending, getting at the roots of crime and building the 
community.  A community member said, “I think that we too much don’t address the root 
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of issues, whether it’s with alcoholism or why someone would be committing a crime. 
It’s [RJL] more of the holistic approach.”  The supporters also said that restorative 
conferences provide the offender, victim, and families more meaningful experiences than 
in court.  For example, one member said restorative justice,   
 May be more meaningful than coming to court and sitting around for a couple of 
hours and not being very involved in the process… Sometimes I think, especially 
victims, feel like they’ve had more meaningful input into the process when there 
is a group conference. Instead of just showing up to court and the prosecutor 
saying these are the options, here’s what’s going to happen and they sort of just 
have to accept it and they might not even like it, but there are certain constraints 
on what can and can’t be done. Where as with RJ, if they have a little bit of input 
it makes everyone feel better. 
 
Comparable views came from community members, judges, and a prosecuting attorney.   
 While describing the most salient themes emerging from the interviews, this 
chapter confirms central tenets from social movement and organizational theory.  
However, a few novel themes emerged not addressed in the extant social movement 
organization literature.  These findings will be developed in the following chapter.  





The findings in this case study illuminate past theoretical themes in social movement and 
organizational research regarding the importance of structure, networks, and strategy to a 
SMO’s development.  In this search to understand RJL’s formation, however, an 
interesting concept emerged.  The degree of RJL’s collaboration with the justice system, 
the institution they were working to transform, resembles what I call “preemptive co-
optation.”  Rather than remaining separate from the system and changing it from outside 
the court walls, they embedded their organization within the juvenile justice system early 
in their development.  They adapted the language and structure of the criminal justice 
institution, they allowed the system’s influence on their goals and practices, and they 
relied on system involvement more than community support (Coy & Hedeen, 2005).  The 
following chapter provides illustrations from the analysis to support this claim.  Within 
this section, I show how RJL’s choices during the first few years provided mechanisms 
for co-optation to occur and propose that the co-optation was motivated by the decisions 
of the organization itself.  The final pages ask what this finding may mean for other 
social movement organizations. 
 The structure of the organization is the first mechanism where this process is 
recognizable.  Early in the establishment of the organization, RJL provided system 
players a high level of participation in the decision-making structure.  Within the 
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overlapping networks at play in the development of RJL, there were people who had 
many system connections and who believed the system’s involvement was critical to the 
program’s growth.  As one participant commented, it was important to get “heavy duty 
players involved and willing to participate and go along with it,” referring to them as “the 
right people.”  Dealing with the problems that arose became the role of the system 
players, who were already a part of the justice system.  A system player asserted, “the 
trouble shooting demand usually tends to be more on the system side than the community 
side.”  From initial development stages, the role of the system was seen as critical and 
given high importance in making decisions for the organization. 
 Incorporating system players into the organizational structure established RJL 
firmly inside the justice system, giving them access to the county attorney, judges, 
prosecutors and the whole of the crime commission.  Embedding the organization in the 
juvenile justice system, which itself is a highly formal institution, also influenced the 
formality of RJL.  For example, a board member remarked,  
if we’re trying to sell in Metro government, people just want stability, to know 
your structure, where you money is going…Some of the formal stuff we need to 
put together for grants, like if we’re going to send something to Frankfort, they’re 
going to want to know those things.  Even something like an annual 
report…people want to see that, that’s official, this is how we’re handling our 
money. Those are the types of pieces that we really need to get on board with.  
 
This relationship resembles Dimaggio and Powell’s notion of coercive isomorphism 
(1983), defined by Coy and Hedeen as the “influential role of powerful exogenous 
institutions and resource providers, particularly the state, in fostering or imposing the 
reproduction of organizational patterns” (2005, p. 408).  The board member’s quote 
suggests that RJL participants were considering how their organization would appear in 
the eyes of the larger governing body, in this example, the state.  They fashioned certain 
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parts of their organization to coalesce with the governing institution’s expectations.  By 
choosing to embed their organization into the juvenile justice system, their organizational 
form was susceptible to its influence.  
 The strategies the initial founders chose were influenced by the kinds of people 
involved, thus motivating the organization to follow accepted institutional norms.  
According to the results of the study, it matters who the founders are and who they know.  
As one member said, “It’s a great program, but it’s because the people who started it 
chose the right people to stay in it.”  The founders of RJL and the members who populate 
the boards are the type of people most SMO’s want on their side in order to access 
critical networks, potential resources, and expertise.  Choosing to implement the 
organization through these networks and connections greatly impacted their ability to 
develop and may aid in the longevity of the organization, not only for the obvious reason 
that status and influence of supporters provided legitimacy and access, but also that the 
people involved greatly shaped the strategies of the organization and sent it deeper into 
institutional relationships and connections.  This allowed the organization to develop 
from inside the juvenile justice court, providing it, at least for the time being, a measure 
of assurance and legitimacy.  Their strategies, therefore, were in part effective because of 
the people that were on board.  At the same time, the participants were there because the 
organization’s strategy took them towards a certain type of supporter.  The interchange 
between these two factors assisted them in developing inside the juvenile justice system. 
 Due to the relationship between strategies and networks, RJL’s strategies largely 
complied with the rules of the justice system.  Restating the viewpoint from a system 
player helps exemplify this point:  
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I think the way an organization positions itself is critical, particularly in a criminal 
justice environment.  If they were seen as just driving an agenda regardless of 
how the system operates, not be willing to operate within the existing system, or 
being critical of the system. It could kill the program.  
 
RJL intentionally operated “within the existing system,” choosing not to be critical of the 
program.  They invited people in the juvenile justice system to the table and worked 
within the norms and language of this sector to achieve their objective.  They admitted 
they wanted to appear “non-threatening.”  A respondent distanced RJL from 
organizations that “vilify people in the system,” instead claiming, “we’ve been able to 
make the changes because we haven’t tried to cram anything down.”  By explicitly 
commenting on another organization’s “aggressive or antagonistic approaches,” 
especially “when dealing with system,” indicates that their own methods differ from this 
group.   
 An indicator of RJL’s desire to collaborate with, rather than confront the system, 
was the organization’s use of flexible framing.  They worked diligently to meet the needs 
of people within the system on both the defense and prosecutorial sides, as well as 
meeting the requests of those with both conservative and liberal ideologies.  By knowing 
the players involved, RJL would be able to craft an argument based upon their stance.  To 
achieve this goal, they had one-on-one meetings to better highlight the parts of the frame 
that resonated with that particular person.  They were actively searching for approval and 
acceptance from those inside the system.  
 The most compelling clue that RJL was a part of the process of their co-optation 
was the high level of control they provided the system from early on in the establishment.  
The most striking examples are the role they gave the county attorney’s office to make 
the decision about which offenses to send to RJL.  A system player made it clear that the 
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prosecutor’s office “retained almost veto power,” over the direction of this decision.  
They also afforded the participating judges and court personnel a platform to provide 
ongoing guidance and evaluation of the program.  For example, a task force member said 
RJL was “flexible in trying to meet our needs within the court system.”  This level of 
control and participation allowed the system investment and acceptance in the SMO’s 
continued expansion and growth. 
 As the results section outlined, not all participants fully agreed with the direction 
of the organization.  One of the common complaints was that RJL was not community-
based and was too dependent on system level constraints.  For example, one interviewee 
said, “I have very strong opinions and I’ve shared them with the board. I definitely 
believe that we have to remain as a community-based entity, not something that falls 
under government.”  Another complaint was the lack of diversity, regarding 
neighborhood of residence, race, and profession of the members.  Most of these 
individuals understood the benefit of pursuing system players, but admitted they thought 
they also needed to work hard to incorporate people from the neighborhoods RJL 
invested time and resources.  One member reflected, “when you looked around the room 
it was all east end people trying saying what should happen in another area of town and 
we don’t have any representation on here.”  Another member focused her response on the 
“weakness” of the connections they chose when she said, “we are so connected that we 
don’t look beyond those connections—whether it’s the communities we serve and having 
more people who are diverse on the board.”  A working board member reiterated this 
stance, “we have to move beyond these networks, we have to get community folks on 
board.”  The presence of divergent voices shows that they made a decision.  Despite these 
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opposing views, the strategy to work closely with the juvenile justice system exceeded 
alternative opinions.   
 Early on in the life of RJL, the leaders made decisions that set them on a 
trajectory heading towards a strong collaboration with the juvenile justice system.  
Although it is not possible to say that this was an initial, premeditated goal, the findings 
support the notion that intentional steps made by the members in RJL, rather than the 
challenged institution, determined the organization’s route of action.  In the account by 
Coy and Hedeen, they were struggling to determine whether co-optation was the original 
intention of the state or institution in their example.  They point out, almost in jest, “Such 
comprehensive, integrated, and long-range grand plans are rare enough in policy circles; 
even rarer is their effective implementation” (2008, p. 410).  While admitting this, 
however, they also acknowledged the reality that intentional decisions along the way led 
to co-optation.  The results in this case study suggest a similar situation.  The results 
cannot confirm whether the strategy to become co-opted was a long-range grand plan; 
however, it is evident that they did make deliberate decisions leading them to this 
strategy.  Such a claim is supported by the following response to my question about 
whether it was an intentional strategy to come alongside the system instead of opposing 
it: 
I think, yeah.  In order to get the pilot started—engaging and having the support 
from all the players of the system—you got to do it.  So I think in that regard it’s 
laid a firm foundation. Its not an us vs. them, its more of our program. [emphasis 
added] 
 
The participants in the study did not use the word “co-optation,” but the decisions they 
made about the development of their SMO set them on this unique course.  
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 As discussed in the literature review, co-optation has not been referred to as a 
strategy utilized by movement organizations.  The closest exceptions that relate to this 
topic come from the research focusing on the benefits of insider status (Banaszak, 2005; 
Gagne, 1996; Santoro & McGuire, 1997) and works by Lounsbury and colleagues’ 
examining the environmental recycling movement (Lounsbury 2001, 2005; Lounsbury et 
al., 2003).  But generally, theories of co-optation speak about the institution as the agent 
in this process (Coy & Hedeen, 2005; Piven & Cloward, 1977).  The findings in this case 
study introduce a new possibility that the literature on movements has not yet considered.  
The results reveal the possibility of seeking preemptive co-optation as an early strategic 
move in order to gain legitimacy, resources, and access to the arena that the SMO is 
attempting to change.  Though this case study barely scratches the surface of what this 
developmental process means, it affirms the assertion that there are a variety of ways for 
a SMO to develop (Clemens, 1993; Minkoff, 1993, 2002; Zald & Ash, 1966).  This case 
study introduces a new possibility. 
 The literature largely speaks of co-optation as a gradual process, one that can 
diminish movement goals, may result in the deterioration of the SMO, and should be 
avoided at all costs (Piven & Cloward, 1977; Coy & Hedeen, 2005).  For the participants 
in the case study conducted here within, they saw steps toward co-optation as an option to 
realize their goals.  Because my research was conducted so early on in organizational life, 
there is no way of knowing if this strategy of preemptive co-optation will prove effective 
for RJL’s longevity or goal achievement.  But at this point, it appears they were able to 
integrate quickly and effectively into the system.  This raises an important question: Is 
this preemptive co-optation beneficial?  For instance, by acting as the agents in the 
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process of preemptive co-optation and allowing or even choosing such an outcome to 
occur, does this permit them to by-pass some of the pains that come when co-optation is 
unintentional or unsolicited?  Are the foreseeable gains worth the anticipated negatives 
the literature warns about becoming too closely aligned with the system?   
 These questions speak to the irony referred to in the literature review. 
Formalization and institutionalization encourage the development and survival prospects 
of the organization (Andrews, 2001; Edwards, 1994; Edwards & Marullo, 1995; Minkoff, 
1993, 2002; Walker & McCarthy, 2010), yet also increases the risk of co-optation (Coy 
& Hedeen, 2005; Piven & Cloward, 1977).  The current case study may provide one way 
to deal with this paradox; it questions whether co-optation is only a negative result and 
simultaneously proposes its use as a strategic plan.  The exceptions in the literature that 
suggest co-optation is not always a negative prospect (Lounsbury, 2001, 2005; 
Lounsbury et al., 2003) support the idea that there could be benefits of a SMO becoming 
a part of the system they are trying to change.  These scholars advocate for more 
comprehensive investigation to advance knowledge on how “movements can emerge and 
operate within established channels and power structures, drawing on existing institutions 
and taken-for-granted understandings to theorize, articulate and combine new projects or 
practices with prevailing models and arrangements” (Schnieberg & Lounsbury, 2008, p. 
654).  Clemens (1993) supports the idea that a progression towards “conservatism,” in the 
Weberian sense, does not inevitably lead to an inability to create change.  In her words, 
“social movements can be a source of institutional change even if they themselves 
undergo transformations of a more or less conservative nature” (1993, p. 759).  Kriesberg 
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(2003) recognizes the disadvantages of institutionalizing, but also acknowledges the 
potential beneficial outcomes of institutionalization and even co-optation.    
 An important final question is whether this model holds lessons for other social 
movement organizations.  “Once one group has pioneered the use of an organizational 
model in a new arena, that model may then be adopted for use by other groups” 
(Clemens, 1993, p. 773).  This claim from Clemens comes from her research on the 
women’s movement, but can be applied here as we question how the findings in this case 
study can be functional for other social movements.  Further case studies, comparison 
studies, and longitudinal research are necessary to begin answering such questions.  For 
restorative justice organizations in particular, there is a need for studies questioning 
whether there are differences in community crime rates, satisfaction, and cohesiveness 
between organizations that stay embedded in the community compared to those who 
allow the system a high level of control.  On the organizational front, there is a need for 
studies addressing differences in organizational effectiveness, longevity, and goal 
preservation based on various pathways of growth, including this new possibility of 
preemptive co-optation.  In addition, due to potential detriments written about co-optation 
in the literature, continued movement research needs to better identify boundaries for 
when this strategy may be beneficial or appropriate.  The first recommendation for 
determining if a SMO should pursue this strategy is whether they have elite allies.  
Connections with people within the institution the SMO is attempting to change should 
be present before pursing this strategy.  The second recommendation is to consider the 
fortitude of an organization and its members to stay committed to their goals before 
heading deep within the institution they are attempting to change.   
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 This study also raises questions that cannot only be answered through research.  
Even with the improved knowledge about social movements that scholarship provides, 
ultimately social movement actors make decisions about how and why to develop their 
organization in a certain way.  This research introduces a new method for encouraging 
change that may have replication prospects for other movements.  However, those 
involved in the conversations need to carefully weigh the pros and cons and consider if 
their goals can be met through this method or if they need to stay more closely aligned to 
a community-based style.  
 For organizations that are open to system collaboration, the successful 
development of this organization in Louisville may be good news.  For those programs 
that wish to remain outside the system, this research serves as a caution; the people, 
structure, and strategies an organization pursues in its early developmental phases can 
greatly impact the organization’s trajectory.  Though this case study does not claim to 
provide a clear pathway for activists or scholars, it does broach significant questions to 
consider when thinking about establishing and researching a social movement 
organization.    
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APPENDIX A 
 
Restorative Justice Interview Guide 
 
1.  Tell me about your role and experience with Restorative Justice Louisville. 
How did you become involved? And why? 
When did you first hear of restorative justice as a practice?  
What were your first impressions?  
Have those views changed over the last years? 
 
2.  Who do you work most closely with in your participation with RJL?  
 
3.  How many of the people participating in RJL did you know before your participation 
in RJL?   
 
 Tell me about those relationships--are they family members, friends, or colleagues? 
 
4.  Who do you collaborate with in your participation with RJL that you are surprised you 
work with? (i.e. unlikely characters or people from different fields or offices that you 
didn’t expect to work with?)  
 
5.  How do your other affiliations (workplace, other organizations) intersect with your 
involvement in RJ? 
 
6.  When you run into problems or roadblocks, where do you seek assistance or answers?  
  
 Do you ever turn to connections outside of RJL? 
 
7.  Thus far I’ve been asking you questions that relate to what the academic literature in 
this area says is important to the development and sustainability of an organization.  
But I want to step back a moment and ask you what you think about the questions I’ve 
been asking: How important do you think the networks and relationships surrounding 
RJL are to the sustainability of the organization? 
 
--The next few questions will concern RJL as an organization.  
 
8.   Has RJL faced opposition from decision makers within the justice system or from the 
public? 
 
 What did RJL do? (i.e. did you use certain tactics to change minds or gain influence?  
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 How did they establish legitimacy with these different actors? By legitimacy I mean, 
seen as valid or credible, in other words, their existence is not constantly questioned 
or doubted. 
 If not a lot of opposition, why do you think they’ve been accommodating? 
 
9.  Has RJL directly confronted the practices of the traditional system? (i.e. utilized 
protesting or other disruptive tactics?) 
 
10.  How does RJL want to be viewed by those outside the organization?  
 
 Are there differences in the way RJL is viewed by the criminal justice system, the 
public at large, or any other group? 
 Are they battling negative perceptions?  
 How have they overcome them?  
   
11.  How much acceptance does RJL need from the public & justice system in order to 
endure? (i.e. is the lack of direct opposition enough? Or is your goal to be accepted 
and well received?) 
 
12.  Tell me about a recent or difficult decision RJL had to make.  
 
 Can you walk me through the decision-making process?  
 Did you vote on the decision? 
 Is this process you described comparable to how most decisions are made or is it 
unique? 
  
13. Tell me about a time when there was a disagreement in decision-making within the 
organization.   
 
 How was it resolved? 
 
14. Generally speaking, we expect organizational strategies and practices to arise from 
within the system, but this is not the case in every situation. Can you think of a time 
when a practice or strategy came about due to the participation or suggestion of an 
outside community member or funder? 
 
 Walk me through how their idea became established in the practice of RJL.  
 
15. Has there been a situation where you felt as though an outside person was surprised 
by the seemingly unofficial or informal arrangement of RJL? (i.e. surprised they did 
not have a paid staff or their own building space) 
 
 Have such inquiries encouraged changes or restructuring in the organization? 
 
16. Once again, I’d like to pause. I’ve been asking questions reflecting the academic 
literature’s emphasis on the importance of the structure of an organization. But, I’d 
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like to take a moment to step back and ask you if you think these issues, relating to 
the structure of an organization are important to the sustainability and development of 
RJL? 
 
17.  Where does support for RJL come from—including financial, time, personnel?  
 
 Is the funding concentrated to one specific funder? 
 Where are the volunteers coming from? 
 Are these one time or ongoing funds or commitments? 
 How involved are the funders in deciding the direction of the organization? 
 
18.  What will be the next step for RJL?  
 
Who’s mind will you try to change next? 
How will you go about it? 
 
19.  Now that I’ve had a chance to ask you all these questions, what questions am I not 
asking that I should ask? Is there something concerning the development and 
sustainability of RJL that my questions have not pursued? 
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APPENDIX B 
 
Restorative Justice Louisville Conference Process  
 
Restorative Justice Louisville Conference Process  
Referral and Pre-
Conference Meetings 
Cases identified by County Attorney’s office  
 Cases referred for consideration by Judge 
 RJL Coordinator refers case to RJL Facilitators 
 If phone contact information is not contained in the 
referral, RJL Coordinator sends invitation letter and 
information to the person(s) who was harmed and the 
person(s) who caused the harm; when obtained contact 
information then provided to RJL Facilitators 
 If RJL Facilitators contacts the parties to ascertain the 
willingness of parties to participate 
 RJL Facilitators schedule pre-conference meetings  
 RJL Facilitators conduct pre-conference meetings 
o Face-to-face visit with person(s) who caused 
harm and his/her family and support group 
o Face-to-face visit with person(s) who was harmed 
and their family and support group 
o Face-to-face meeting with police and other 
community representatives attending the 
conference 
 RJL Facilitators schedule the conference 
Conference  Opening: Prayer, if appropriate, introductions, purpose 
of conference, role of those participating and ground 
rules.   
 Information regarding the offense 
Police Officer may read the charges or the RJL 
Facilitator may provide information related to the 
offense  
 Youth accepts responsibility for the offense (essential 
elements of the offense; what he/she did in the offense) 
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 The person(s) who was harmed and support persons 
discuss how the offense impacted them; person who 
was harmed asks questions 
 Person(s) who caused the harm responds to the questions 
and impact of the offense  
 Support person(s) of the person(s) who caused the harm 
provide their statement regarding the impact of the 
offense 
 Negotiating the agreement.  This may be accomplished 
through two (2) different processes.  They are:  
1. Break (caucus) where person(s) who caused the 
harm, family members and support persons develop 
proposal for agreement separately, present it to the 
conference the person(s) who was harmed and the 
other participants for suggestions and agreement; or  
2. Continue with the conference and with input from 
all, and emphasis on person(s) who caused harm 
and person(s) who was harmed, develop the 
agreement 
 Plan is agreed to (consensus) and recorded by the 
facilitators  
 Conference is closed  
Post-Conference  RJL Facilitators debriefing 
RJL follow-up with person(s) who was harmed to 
determine if further services are needed 
RJL monitoring of the agreement 
RJL Case closure  
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